






























































Study is regarded as a Secondary Motivation and like most secondary
motives we often have to teach ourselves to engage in this activity. We
often regard the process of studying as a task that we dont like.
Changing our perspective on how we view study can help us be more
motivated.
Incorporating simple self motivation strategies can help you be more
motivated and enjoy the process of studying more.



Before you begin to study, think of some positive aspect of your studies
e.g. reminder of good results/marks in recent exam/test. The idea of
learning new knowledge and new skills as a result of the study you do.


Plan ahead  make a to-do-list and when you have one list completed,
work out your tasks for the next week. This helps to keep you organised
and on top of things. As you tick off your list you will see your
progression and boost your morale. Set yourself small attainable goals as
you go along. For each goal that you reach reinforce yourself by doing
something you enjoy, such as going out with friends or watching your
favourite television programme.
Setting attainable goals can help you remain positive while studying for
exams. It also gives you a sense of progression.



You should study in a temperate, quiet, well-lit, spacious (have desk,
straight-backed chair and storage space), distraction free room. You
should take a few moments at the end of each session to tidy up, file
away sheets of paper and tidy your desk. This keeps you organised and
helps you concentrate at the next session and slot into immediate
work/study.


The key principle in learning theory is that activities which are followed by
rewards gradually tend to become rewarding themselves i.e. studying will
become associated with positive consequences and over time will become
an enjoyable activity of its own. Reward yourself if you spend an extra
hour studying than what you had planned, or if you reach a stage in your
study before the target date. Studying should not be a tiresome,
laborious activity, you should try to make it as fun as possible.
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A goal is a target or objective that we strive to attain. Accordingly, goal
setting theory is the process by which we set targets for ourselves. By
setting personal goals routinely, you will be aiming to achieve targets and
so you will keep trying your best consistently.
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Clear goals are more likely to be achieved.
E.g. l will answer all the questions on chapter 8 by 6pm this evening
M



If your progress in achieving a goal is not measurable then you can easily
lose interest in it.
E.g. All questions in chapter will be answered.
A 
Break down the series of steps or actions needed to attain the goal.
E.g. First read chapter 8, make a summary of the main points, answer
the questions
R 
Your study goals should be realistic and achievable.
E.g. only do one chapter per night.
T 
Put a deadline on your goals in order to place urgency on their
completion.
E.g. finish the chapter by 6pm.
(Bull, Albinson & Shambrook, 1996)

Bandura (1986) indicated that visualisation experiences are a great
source of self-efficacy (situation specific self-confidence). Visualising the
end goal of your study can help you keep motivated. Creating a Goal
Vision Board can help you achieve this. Use the board as a way of
illustrating the end product of your study or learning experience.
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A healthy student needs regular physical activity and six to eight hours of
sleep. Good health should also include a well-rounded diet for the body
and spiritual food for the soul.
Stretching, walking, sitting up straight, make faces, putting on some
upbeat music and dancing round the room. Taking some really deep
breaths  oxygen refreshes the brain & learning. All of these exercises
(and many others not mentioned here) help us to feel more energetic and
so, more open to ideas and a better learning state.

The healthier foods/diet we have  the better will our memory and
concentration work.

Quick dos and donts for keeping well:
Dos
Eat healthy food
Space out your study
Drink lots of water
Exercise regularly
Sleep well
Relieve tension with exercise

Donts
Skip meals
Stress
Live on junk food
Drink lots of caffeine
Forget leisure time
Cram information


You need to have a healthy balance of study and leisure time.
When you achieve your study goal take a break and get away
from learning for a while. Do something fun and when you return
you will be refreshed and ready to work again.
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Always

Sometimes

Never

If you answered mostly Always or Sometimes you are a motivated
individual.
If you answered Never you may have difficulty with your level of
motivation and may need to put some of the strategies mentioned above
in place to help pick up your motivation level.
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